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The energy and momentum lost by a hard parton propagating through hot and dense
matter has to be redistributed during the nuclear medium evolution. Apart from heat-
ing the medium, there is the possibility that collective modes are excited leading to the
emergence of Mach cones or Cherenkov radiation. Recent two-particle correlation mea-
surements by STAR [ 1] and PHENIX [ 2] at RHIC indicate that such phenomena may
play an important role in understanding the jet-medium interactions. Possible collective
modes are discussed and it is demonstrated that Mach cones as created by colorless or
colored sound are a possible explanation of the hardronic two-particle correlation data.
1. Introduction
QCD jet quenching in relativistic heavy ion collision was proposed as a promising tool
[ 3, 4] to study the properties of a new state of matter - distinct from ordinary hadronic
matter - expected to be created in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC. The
energy loss of hard partons created in the first moments of the collision has therefore
been studied extensively, see e.g. [ 5]. However in order to fully exploit those tools, the
influence of the medium evolution on the energy loss has to be understood in a more
quantitative way, see e.g. [ 6] .
Recently, measurements of two-particle correlations involving one hard trigger particle
have shown a surprising splitting of the away side peak for all centralities but peripheral
collisions, qualitatively very different from a broadened away side peak as observed in
p-p or d-Au collisions, see e.g. [ 1, 2]. In proceeding contribution I focus on theoretical
ideas how those results could be interpreted in terms of the redistribution of energy and
momentum to the medium during its dynamical evolution.
Pal and Pratt pointed out in [ 7] that the suppressed away-side jet’s energy and mo-
mentum survives during the medium evolution. They argued that the fate of away-side
jets could be studied by analyzing the momentum distributions of soft hadrons relative
to the jet axis. Furthermore they argued that the actual mechanism of this energy and
momentum redistribution might be due to interaction of the radiated gluons that are
formed at space-time points along the parent jet’s trajectory with the evolving medium.
However, the statement that 100% of the energy lost by the away-side jet is thus eventu-
ally transformed into thermal energy, while only maintaining the momentum transferred
to the medium, faces a challenge by the away-side peak structure observed in two-particle
correlations from the PHENIX [ 2] and STAR collaboration [ 1], see [ 8].
Because of those experimental results the question of what part of the energy lost by a
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jet is simply ’heating’ the plasma and what part is redistributed into (possible) collective
excitations of the medium has aroused growing interest in our scientific community.
Some of those collective excitations can provide a possible explanation of the structures
in the two-particle correlation data as will be discussed below.
2. Collective excitations of the medium
One can subsume the proposed collective excitations of the nuclear medium under two
sub-classes, namely colorless (hydrodynamical) and colorful modes. Sto¨cker argued in
[ 9] (without using this nomenclature) that both modes might play an important role
in understanding two-particle correlation measurements of secondary particles in RHIC
experiments.
Colorless hydrodynamical excitation in the sQGP leading to what could be called ’con-
ical flow’ where studied in linearized hydrondynamics by Casalderrey-Solana, Shuryak,
and Teaney, for details see [ 10, 11]. The idea is that a substantial part of the radiative
energy could be deposited in a collective sound mode and that the interference of per-
turbations from a supersonically moving partonic jet creates conical flow behind it in the
form of shock-waves leading to Mach cone density structures in the medium.
Also the possibility of colorful excitations in the plasma medium has been studied re-
cently, namely longitudinal and transverse modes. Those collective excitations of the
medium can theoretically associated with effective longitudinal and transverse gluon dis-
persion relations. If those extend into the space-like region, these dispersion relations can
account for the emergence of Mach cones in the wake of the jet or Cherenkov (like) gluon
radiation, respectively. Mach cones are associated with collective motion of part of the
medium whereas Cherenkov (like) gluon radiation is emerging as gluonic shower.
The longitudinal modes could be called ’colored sound’ and allow - as discussed above in
the case of colorless sound - for the formation of Mach cone structures in their wake if the
leading parton is travelling supersonically in the medium. B. Mu¨ller and I studied that
possibility by considering the plasma’s reaction to a charged colored particle traversing
the medium by calculating the plasma’s response to that particle. We calculated the
properties of the current and charge density wake that is induced by such a partonic jet [
12]. We used methods of linear response theory and assumed the medium to be isotropic
and homogeneous. In such a framework non-abelian effects are included indirectly via the
dielectric functions, ǫL and ǫT . Linear response theory implies that the dielectric functions
are not in turn modified by the effects of the external current.
Two qualitatively different scenarios were investigated: in the first it is assumed that
the plasmon is in a high temperature regime where the gluon self-energy can be described
using a high temperature expansion [ 13] T ≫ ω, k. This is equivalent to the HTL
approximation and the dielectric functions are therefore gauge invariant [ 14]. They lead
via dispersion relations to longitudinal and transverse plama modes that can only appear
in the time-like sector of the ω, k-plane. On this scenario the wake induced by a partonic
jet reveals a charge and current density profile in which no Mach cones appear, but the
charge carries a screening color cloud along with it. Fig. 1 in [ 12] shows the charge
density of a colored parton traveling with v = 0.99 c in cylindrical coordinates.
In the other scenario we assume that the plasma is in a regime where it exhibits prop-
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erties of a quantum liquid. Since there is a lack of methods to calculate the dieletric
function in such a regime, we use a simple model. Nonetheless, this simplified model is
constructed in such a way that it allows for a general conclusion quite independent from
the exact form of the dielectric functions. To be specific it is assumed that the longitu-
dinal plasmon of the quantum liquid like plasma has the following Bloch [ 15] dispersion
relation ω =
√
c2sk
2 + ω2p, where ωp denotes the plasma frequency and cs the speed of col-
ored sound in units of c. It is assumed that a critical momentum kc exists which separates
the regimes of collective and single particle modes in the quantum liquid, therefore this
collective mode exist for k ≤ kc only. Such a plasmon dispersion relation is realized by
the following longitudinal dielectric function: ǫL = 1 +
ω2
p
/2
c2
s
k2−ω2+ω2
p
/2
(k ≤ kc) . Note that
this differs from the classical, hydodynamical function of Bloch since the latter is singular
at small k and ω. The Bloch (like) plasmon mode extends for k > ωp/
√
1− c2s into the
space-like region of the ω, k plane. Notice that this is different from the high-temperature
plasma, where longitudinal and transverse plasma modes only appear in the time-like
region |ω/k| > 1. In the quantum liquid scenario one can expect that the modes with low
phase velocity |ω/k| < cs suffer severe Landau damping because they accelerate he slower
moving charges and decelerate those moving faster that the wave. A charge moving with
a velocity that is lower than the speed of colored sound can only excite these modes and
not the modes with intermediate phase velocities cs < |ω/k| < 1, which are undamped.
The qualitative properties of the color wake can in the case of a subsonically traveling
jet expected to be analogous to those of the high temperature plasma, namely that the
charge carries only a screening color cloud with it and Mach cones do not appear. If
the jet is traveling supersonically the situation changes and the modes with intermediate
phase velocities can be excited. Mach cones can appear. To illustrate this we consider
a speed of colored sound of cs = 1/
√
3 and calculated the charge density for a colored
particle traveling with v/c = 0.99 > cs, see Fig. 3 in [ 12].
We now turn to the idea of transverse colorful excitations leading to Cherenkov radi-
ation in the medium induced by a superluminally traveling jet. This idea was proposed
by Dremin [ 16] and has been investigated also by Majumder and Wang [ 17]. They
considered gluon bremsstrahlung induced by multiple parton scattering in a finite dense
medium. They showed that if the transverse dielectric constants leads to a space-like trans-
verse dispersion the LPM interference pattern becomes Cherenkov-like with an increased
opening angle determined by the dielectric constant. One can find the cone angle of the
Cherenkov-like gluon radiation to correspond exactly to the angle of classical Cherenkov
radiation in the soft radiation limit z ∼ 0, namely cos2Θc = 1/ǫL. The condition that the
transverse mode has to extend into the space-like region is necessary for the existence of
Cherenkov-like radiation.
Koch, Majumder, and Wang argued in [ 18] that the possibility of the occurrence of
Cherenkov-like radiation is sensitive to the presence of partonic bound states and illus-
trate in a model calculation how the dispersion relation of a massless particle coupled to
two different massive resonance states changes. They also discuss the dependence of the
Cherenkov angle on the momentum of the emitted particles, see Fig. 5 in [ 18]. Note
that the momentum scale on the axis on this figure is in units of T . Therefore emit-
ted particles with momenta with above ≈ 100MeV lead to a peak in the Cherenkov-like
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emission pattern at angles Θc relative to the leading parton of less than 15 degrees. The
change of that angle with the momentum of the emitted particle is also very low in that
range. Although it is not clear how this emission pattern of the Cherenkov-like gluon
shower would survive hadronization, considering the peak structure in the two-particle
correlations around 90± ≫ 50 degrees this scenario faces a hard experimental challenge
[ 2, 1] if one would infer it to explain those structures. Although such a colorful trans-
verse collective mode and therefore Cherenkov-like gluon radiation could appear, it seems
unlikely to be the primary mechanism explaining hadronic correlation measurements.
An interesting question is if (and if possible how) colorful modes could eventually
leave their marks during the evolution of the medium when it hadronizes and is already
hadronized. One could e.g. expect that a colored sound leading to a Mach cone charge
density wake could eventually transfer in part energy and momentum to colorless sound
in the hadronic phase. Those questions have to be addressed in detail in the future.
3. Mach cones and experimental two-particle correlations
As discussed above colorless and colored sound can both lead to the occurrence of Mach
cone structures in the wake of the away-side leading parton. Those Mach cone structures
arre characterized by an opening angle φ = arccos(cs/v). In a recent preprint T. Renk and
I described a formalism that can be used to track the propagation of such modes through
the evolving medium if their dispersion relations are known. I will only shortly outline
that mechanism here and refer the reader for further details to [ 8]. We concentrated
on the propagation of colorless sound. Under the assumption that such a sound wave
is created, we track the jet energy loss as a function of spacetime and the resulting
Mach cone through the medium evolution. We base those investigations on a space-time
evolution model outlined in [ 20, 19]. We generate vertices in a Monte Carlo approach
with a distribution weighted by the nuclear overlap and determine the jet momentum and
parton type by sampling the partonic transverse momentum spectrum as generated by
the VNI/BMS parton cascade (see e.g. [ 21]). Calculating the radiative energy loss on the
near side parton, we decide whether the experimental trigger condition is fulfilled. This
restricts the generated vertices to positions close to the surface of the produced matter.
Then the direction of the far side parton in the transverse plane is determined taking
properly intrinsic kT into account. With vertex, energy and direction of the away side jet
known, we calculate dE/dτ of the away side parton by using the quenching weights from
[ 22]. For illustration of the resulting loss pattern, c.f. Fig. 1 of [ 8].
Our further investigation relies on the assumption that a fraction f of the energy lost
to the medium excites a collective mode leading to a wave front which propagates with
the local speed of sound. Here we specialized on colorless sound with a dispersion relation
E = csp which is excited by that energy fraction. The remaining energy heats the medium
and leads to a collective drift along the jet axis conserving longitudinal momentum. cs is
determined locally via the equation of state fitted to describe lattice results. This EOS
shows a significant reduction of cs as one approaches the phase transition but does not
lead to a mixed phase. The dispersion relation along with energy momentum deposition
determines the initial angle of propagation of the shock front with jet axis (the Mach
angle) φ = arccos cs/v and the further propagation of the angle is adjusted with the local
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Figure 1. This plot shows the two-particle
hadronic correlations on the away-side. 0 de-
grees is chosen as the direction opposite to the
near side jet. For details of trigger condition
and momentum cuts, see [ 2]. All theoretical
lines represent calculations using the formalism
developed in [ 8]. The parameter f character-
izes which fraction of the partonic energy loss
is transfered to the sound mode of the medium.
The solid line corresponds to f = 0.9 and a col-
orless sound determined from lattice EOS. The
dashed line illustrates that the sound velocity
has to be considerable smaller than the expec-
tation for an ideal QGP during some stage in
the evolution.
speed of sound. The distortion of the cone structure by flow is also taken into account.
Two example results for specific away-side partons are shown in Fig. 2 of [ 8]. Using the
Cooper-Frye formula one can determine the resulting momentum spectrum. Focussing
on the away-side and employing the appropiate trigger conditions one can compare to
PHENIX data for central collisions. Fig. 1 shows the result depending on the sole model
parameter, the fraction f of energy transferred to the collective mode. A best fit yields
f ≈ 0.9.
Two conclusions can be drawn immediately. First, a large fraction of the whole energy
lost has to excite the shockwave in order to reproduce the data and, second, that the
angular position of the maximum at higher degrees is capable of revealing important
information about the speed of sound. We observe that on average it has to be significantly
smaller than the ideal QGP value, the data are well compatible with a crossover transition
with a soft point in the EOS.
4. Conclusions
To summarize one can conclude from [ 8] that a Mach cone mechanism is in good
agreement with the two-particle correlation data.
Recently, measurements of 3-particle correlations have been announced by the PHENIX
and STAR collaborations. While three particle correlation have to be addressed quan-
titatively in the framework outlined above in the future, a remark at this point should
be appropriated: The Mach cone phenomenon is a collective phenomenon that can - as
discussed in [ 8] - easily involve of the order of hundred particles. While all of them are
strongly correlated with the original hard away-side parton (and hence with the observ-
able near side jet) since this correlation is subtracted only longitudinal and transverse
momentum balance remain to account for residual correlations inside the cone. With
momentum distributed across a significant number of particles, there is no a priori reason
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to expect strong correlations between two particles.
Many significant physics questions regarding jet energy deposition into the medium
have to be addressed in future research: Is there an appropriate theoretical framework to
understand the jet energy deposition mechanism of a fraction of the lost energy? How
can the properties of those collective modes indicated by experiment be determined from
first principle calculations? Is sound the only collective mode compatible with the data?
How can colorful and colorless sound collective modes and their interplay be consistently
included? How sensitive is the correlation pattern to the details of the properties of the
collective modes?
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